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Read Ethiopia like an open book 

                                               

Read eighty different authors and discover  

2 500 years of Ethiopian history through 

their eyes. The ideal book for armchair  

travellers, Ethiopian enthusiasts,  

visitors to the country and all  

Ethiopians themselves.  

 

For launch & publication date: Uthiopia.com 

 
Available in BookWorld, Mega & all Abyssinian bookshops 

 

                             Uthiopia  



 
About Yves-Marie Stranger 
                                                                                                                                                                          

A French-English translator and writer, Yves-Marie grew up on the family 

farm in the French Pyrenees. After leading horse treks in the Showan 

highlands, in Ethiopia, where he lived for 15 years, Yves-Marie Stranger now 

lives in France (more info on YvesMarieStranger.com). 

 

Books by Yves-Marie Stranger                                          Edited by Yves-Marie Stranger 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Uthiopia 

Yves-Marie Stranger is the author of Ces pas qui trop vite s’effacent, The 

Abyssinian syllabary of Cornu de Lenclos, and a contributing author to 

African train, the Djibouti-Ethiopia railway. 

  

His next book, The hornbook of Pêro da Covilhã, is a retelling of the life of 

the Portuguese ambassador to Prester John in the 16
th
 century – and the 

discoverer of the route to the Indies. 

 

About Uthiopia 
 

Uthiopia is a new Ethiopian publisher. Book excerpts and articles information 

about upcoming publications are available on Uthiopia.com 

 

Uthiopia is a brand of Lexical Plc (translating and editing in French, English 

and Amharic in Ethiopia). Contact:  Lexi-cal.com/info@lexi-cal.com. 

 

About Ethiopia through writers’ eyes 
 

Anthologising close to eighty authors - from Herodotus to Edgar Allan Poe, 

by way of Emperor Theodoros - the book covers 2 500 years of Ethiopia’s 

distant past and near present. With cultural and historical introductions, 

Ethiopia through writers’ eyes gives precious insights into Ethiopia’s making, 

and a foreshadowing of the country’s future.  

 

Read Ethiopia through writers’ eyes and Ethiopia becomes an open book. 

 

The British edition can be purchased with Eland Books in the UK, and 

worldwide through Eland Books’ website or Amazon.com.  

 

 

“Ethiopia through writers’ eyes: literally the best pages of whole libraries on 

Ethiopia, carefully selected and presented by Yves-Marie Stranger.” 

Barnaby Rogerson 

Contact 

 
For interviews, book signings and speaking events: YMS@YvesMarieStranger.com  

 

 

http://www.yvesmariestranger.com/
http://www.lekti.net/liseuse/9782914453608
http://www.africantrain.org/
http://www.uthiopia.com/
http://www.lexi-cal.com/
http://www.travelbooks.co.uk/
mailto:YMS@YvesMarieStranger.com

